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3,3 96,584 United States Patent Oace ,,,,,,, .., 1968 

SPACE SMUEATBON  AN^ RADIAmVE PROPERTY 
TESTING SYSTEM AND METHOD 

Frank Edward Badin and Franklin Dennis Farnswornl, 
Frederick. Md., srarnted to Na~onaE Aeronautics & 
Space ~dminis&L~oas under provisions of 42 U.S.C. 
2457(d) 

Filed Peb. 26, 1965, Ser. No. 435,433 
4 Claims. (CI. 73-432) 

ABSmACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
Method and apparatus for testing the heat radiative 

properties of material under controlled environmental 
conditions in which the temperature of the specimen is 
measured in response to irradiation by energy of a first 
type, the specimen is then irradiated by knergyof a second 
type and then again irradiated by energy of said first type 
and the temperature measured in response thereto, all 
while being maintained in said controlled environment 
and without handling or being exposed to the atmosphere. 

This invention relates to systems for testing properties 
of materials and more particularly to a system for test- 
ing the heat radiative properties of materials in response 
to radiation by calorimetric techniques under a con- 
trollable low pressure condition including that approach- 
ing a vacuum, and changes caused in these properties after 
the materials have been exposed to various other space 
environmental stimuli. 

Many applications arise where it is desirable to test 
material specimens. S L I C ~  as materials having various coat- 
ings, under conditions approximating an outer-space en- 
vironment to determine various characteristics of the ma- 
terial in this environment. Such outer-space environment 
is characterized by extremely low pressure, approaching 
a vacuum, and by a quantity of solar radiation and other 
forms of energy. One test performed under such condi- 
tions is to determine the heat radiative properties of the 
malerial specimen, that is, the properties of hemispherical 
emittance ( e )  and solar absorptance (cx) and the ratio of 
these two quantities, in response to irradiating energy 
such as solar radiation. Determination of the heat radia- 
tive properties is desirable since control of the tempera- 
ture at which the material will remain in a space environ- 
ment and the fezsibility of using the material in the space 
en~ironment is dcpendent thereon. 

It  is also desirable to be able to test the change in the 
heat radiative properties after the material has been ex- 
posed to another space environment stimuli, for example 
high intensity ultraviolet radiation X-rays, high vacuum, 
electron radiation, any one or all of which may degredate 
or alter these properties. 

Prior art methods, such as the one discussed for testing 
material specimens under a space-like environment have 
been found to be relatively unsatisfactory for a number 
of reasons. First of all, the heat radiative properties of 
the specimen were not tested while the specimen received 
the two external stimuli of radiation and low pressure 
simultaneously thereby making it impossible to determine 
how the material would react under conditions it would 
actually encounter during use. Additionally, in the afore- 
said prior art method, when a radiative property test is 
made after the specimen is exposed to solar radiation 
and before or after exposure to one or more forms of 
space environment stimuli the specimen is exposed to 
the atmosphere and is therefore subject to contamination 
by atmospheric gases which may alter or render invalid 
the results of the test. As another disadvantage, the speci- 
men is s~~bjected to contamination from handling as it is 
moved from one lest to another and/or during tests. 

The present invention is directed to n test sjlstcrn cinC 
method designed to eliminate all d the aforesaid disad- 
~antages of the prior heat radiative proper Iy <in6 degrada- 
tion testing methods and systems. Accord~nglj, the pies- 

j cnt invention is directed to a method and system ior test- 
ing the heat radiative properties of rnaterlars ard otFer 
properties thereof and the effects of space enbxroi?rnerit 
on these materials and properties, while the m3fe~t?l rs 
simultaneously maintained in a contioilahEc low press1 i e  
environment. 

In accordance with the invention, an energy ro~lrce 
is provided for generating energy of a partrcular i)pe, 
frequency (or wavelength) or selected band of i-recgrcl- 
cies. This energy is directed toward a I~ousing contaming 

15 the specimen to be tested. The housina is in comrnti,?ic,t- 
tion with apparatus for producing a con:rollai~le Io~v p ~ i -  
sure environment therein which can approacl? a vacilnn?. 

The energy source is selected to produce e i z ~ i g j  at one 
particular frequency or of one particular type or over 

20 a range of freqnencies. A number of ports arc provided 
in the energy source enclosure to form a corresponding 
number of test stations and the energy from these port? 
passes into the specimen housing to ~rradiale the Tpeci- 
men. A low pressure environment is produced in k e  houi- 

25 ing by vacuum apparatus and, where a heat :ad arrie 
property test is lo be performed, a theimo~ounie is con- 
nected to the specimen to measure tile teinpcrat~ie of 
the specimen as it is simultaneously cxposed to :he energy 
at the desired low pressure. 

30 In a preferred embodiment of the invention ilie ";~?eci- 
men housing and the apparatus for proJuciilg t'le vacu im 
are moumted on a common base structure cvhicjr is pref- 
erably made portable, such as by uaii?g a cart, lo hold 
the various apparatus so the specinien I~o~ising can F.c 

;,j placed adjacent a selected one of the ports cf 2s. elcrby 
source at a distance therefrom suitable fcr ~:o-ir?.lng 
desired intensity of energy for ~rradiat~ng the cpeci:l:eil, 
The portable vacuum apparatus and specimen P ~ ~ i i r n g  
also enable the specimen to be placed st~cce.;srvdy acjrl- 

40 cent a number of ports of one energy source or tl-e pcits 
of sources of several different types of cneig:i Tke in- 

tensity of the irradiating energy m a j  also b~ eontr?lie,l 
by spacing the specimen at different d:stanc-c F-om the 
same or different ports of an energy source Ill-e encrgjr 

45 source and the portable carts ale also riesigncd so + r a t  
a number of carts may be placed adjaceni a source at 
the same time, thereby facilitating the tcs~jng of a n~in - 
her of specimens simultaneously. 

Since the pressure environment of the cpe~irnec~ is con- 
50 trollable, the system has the capabiliiji of testing speci- 

mens under a variety of different irraciiating eT-iei gy and/ or 
pressurz conditions without exposing the sp:crn?en to 
external contamination snch as by atrnosp:zerrc gists, or 
subjecting it to handling between tects which also pro- 

55 duces contamination. For example, the  lieat radint,ve 
properties of a specimen may be determined as t i le  s>cii- 
men located in the vacuum homing is irredintcd by cne 
type of energy. The specimen can then be e-cqo.;ed to 
and degradated by another type of energy a . ~ d  then the 

60 heat radiative properties can be redetermined i.: recponie 
to the first type of energy. All of this ca l  be acco71~;liihcd 
without exposing the specimen to any contamrr~alrng gase.; 
or handling and while still maintaining the specimen in  
the low pressure environment at all tines 

65 The plurality of test stations of the erlergy sctrrce also 
may be provided with jigs for spacing the captr from the 
source to reduce the probability of error in making mePs- 
urements. These jigs are so mounted 10 insure Ihae speri- 
mens located in different housings will ~eceive a predeter- 

70 mined radiation intensity. 
It is therefore an object of the present invention to pr:, 

vide a method and system for testing rhe heat radiallaic 
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p-opcrtici oi rna:irial specimens under simulated space The core 22 may be connected to any suitable type of 
e011d41101?.\ liquid or gaseous cooling source (not shown). Various 

P-rcthcr i bject s to provide a system for testing the types of cooling sources may be used, for example, water 
i x ~ !  xadiLilwe p:opeities of a material specimen while the liquid nitrogen, elc. Many such sources are well-known in 
spetlnien is 'o~aied ~n a controllable low-pressure environ- 5 the art and they therefore need no further description. 
nic IL which  in simulate the outer-space condition of a The outer wall 20 of the energy source enclosure 10 
near-vacziiirn. preferably has a number of flat sides 24 formed as a 

4 fiir~ili~r ob,ect is to provide a method and system for regular polygon. Six sides 24-1 through 24-4 are illustra- 
Geterminirig the hent radiative properties of a specimen, tively shown so the wall 20 is therefore a hexagon. Of 
dcg~adnng tile spccimen by exposing it to a selected type 10 course, as many sides may be provided for the wall 20 
oi eilergy and then ~edetermining the heat radiative prop- as is needed. A port 26 is provided in each side wall 24 
erires whi!c heel-ing the specimen in a controlled !ow pres- and each port also extends through the structure 16 so 
s ~ i i c  aml ur~ontai~~inated environment at all times. that the radiant energy from lamp 14 may pass outwardly 

h fultncr obicci is to provide a system using an energy from enclosure 10 through the ports 26. Each port 26 is 
sosvce an whtch the source has a number of test stations 15 preferably located midway of the width of each side wall . nd 1ocabang the specimen in a portable low pressure hous- 21 and, for example, may be about two inches square. Of 
ing ~ l i ~ ~ i l  may be placed adjacenl to any one of the test course, any suitable size and shape of hole may be used. 
slarrons. The coils of the cooling core 22 are located to  clear the 

Aiiotiner object is to provide a radiative property test- ports. 
1-1s system in which a simulated solar sonrce is used to 20 The base 12 on which the enclosure 10 is mounted 
proclsrce rad~ahon lrom a number of ports and the speci- has a number of flat sides 28 corresponding to the sides 
PI-n lo be tested i? located in a portable low pressure 24 of enclosure 10 and are parallel thereto. This can be 
housing apabic of being placed adjacent the various ports seen mole clearly in FIGURE 2. Base 12 can be fixedly 
ol: tile source. mounted to a floor 29 or else made portable, with or 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention 25 without a suitable brake. Each port 26 of the enclosure 
wi l l  becornL more appaient upon consideration of the fol- and the corresponding sides 24 of the enclosure and 28 
loivL7g spcc~fication and annexed drawings in which: of the base form a test station. 

si';GLJ?E: 1 is a side elevational view, taken partially in A portable cart 40 holds both the apparatus 50 for 
ae-tion, oi t h ~  testiag system showing the energy source producing the vacuum and the specimen housing 60. A 
and the portable cart holding the specimen housing and 30 number of wheels 42 make the cart portable and the front 
\ a c ~  urn >reducing apparatus; thereof has a flat portion 43 of the same width as a side 

FiGUR E 2 i s  a top plan view of the apparatus of FIG- 28 of base 12. Angled sides 44 are also provided on the 
UIP9 I, also 5bo:y.n partially broken away; and cart so that two or more carts may be placed adjacent 

FIGURE 3 is a diagrammatic view showing the use of each other opposite two test stations with their corre- 
one cast and speclrnen housing with a plurality of energy 3.5 sponding front faces 43 abutting the walls 28, as shown 
s3uIces in FIGURE 2, o r  with the front faces spaced from the 

Refe inn~ to FlCcURES 1 and 2, an enclosure 10 for walls. 
ar  energy -ource of the testing system is mounted on a Specimen housing 60 includes a cover 62 of convention- 
i7.w support 112 by a plurality of struts 13. A so-called al construction, for example, a so-called bell-jar. This 
s~rnulaieJ solar source configuration is shown which in- 40 cover is mounted on a base plate 63 by suitable readily 
cirtdes 3 lamp 14 mounted on a base 15 both of which removable fastening means (not shown) and the base is 
are Located within a surrounding structure 16. The base in communication with the vacuum producing apparatus 
15 1s 111 t l r n  mounted on the bottom wall of structure I6 50 through an opening 64 in the base plate 63 and the 
by 3 plnialltj~ of struts 17 and any suitable fastening bottom of cover 62. The vacuum producing apparatus 
rne'ns (nai shown). 45 may be of any suitable type capable of producing as near 

la the embodiment being described, the source illustra- perfect vacuum condition as possible. For example, either 
iil iely as to oroduce energy having a spectrum approximat- a diffusion type vacuum pump or an ion type pump may 
log that 131 the s w .  Therefore, lamp 14 is preferably of be used. FIGURES 1 and 2 diagrammatically show an 
the wcil-icnown mercury-xenon arc discharge type. This ion pump 52 which is of any suitable commercially avail- 
ty2e of amp 1s wed since it emits radiation over a range 50 able type, and a connecting sump 53 which is in com- 
of wavelengths which most closely matches the radiation munication with the bell jar 62 through opening 64. An 
zncountei ed under extra-terrestial conditions. The lamp ion pump is preferably used since it is capable of pro- 
d~t;7LiL conkinb radiation in the ultraviolet range, such as ducing v e r -  low pressures, in the neighborhood of 10-12 

prod~ced by the sun, this radiation usually being the torr and it is also clean and needs no oil for operation as 
inoct deklerious lo materials in space. Any suitable mer- 55 do other types of pumps. 
~ury-xenon ianlp may be utilized and the output capacity, Two refrigerated sorption pumps 54 and 55 are also 
fhzreoh selected to produce a desired intensity Output provided which are in communication with sump 53 
I aolatzon Any other type of simulated solar source may through respective valves 54a and 55a and a pipe 56. The 
be used, for example, a carbon arc. The leads 18 from sorption pumps provide a means for reducing vacuum 
h e  ianvp 1 4  to the power supply (not shown) are brought 60 pressure in sump 53 and cover 62 without contamination. 
m ~hrougi-n the bottom of the enclosure 10 from the base The sorption pumps function in a conventional manner, 
12 or d~reclly from the power supply. Any conventional for example, by absorbing gas molecules on a liquid- 
type of ,lower supply may be utilized in accordance with nitrogen chilled molecular sieve. The latter may be, for 
the requ~rcments oh' the lamp. example, metal alumina silicate with a porons crystal 

The s!iucture 16 is illustratively generally cylindrical in 65 structure capable of adsorbing large quantities of gas and 
svi,>pe and is prelerably made of a metal capable of with- vapors. The liquid nitrogen source is preferably self-con- 
\t311di;g high temperatures encountered. The inner wall tained on cart 40 and is shown by the two containers 540 
o: strucbille 14 is painted black or made of a black and 550 surrounding the pumps 54 and 55. If desired an 
m ~ t a l  If desired, the inner wall of structure 16 can be external liquid nitrogen source can be used. The usual 
*n:i<Ie iefiectrve and/or optical components can be placed 70 controls for the ion pump, are shown diagrammatically 
sl?eiein to collimaie and otherwise control the light out- within a control housing 58. These include a gauge 59 
put  of the !amp. for indicating the pressure produced by the pump. 

Stractiire 16 is completely surrounded by an outer wall The specimen of material 70 to  be tested is suspended 
23 spaced Ihe~eEl om. A core 22 of cooling coils is located within the cover 62 by a plurality of threads 72 connected 
an the space between structure 16 and the outer wall 20. 75 thereto. Threads 72 may be of nylon, or of any other 
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suitable material, preferably one with a low thermal con- size of the specimen, helt capacity of the .;i?i'cid~~en, 4iiir- 

ductivity. Specimen 70 is suspended at a known point ma! conductivity of the thermocouple leads, etc.. tile 
within the cover, for example, at the center thereof, hemispherical emittance (e) and the colar absorytance 
aligned with an inlet port 66 on the cover. The inlet port may be calculated. Also, a number of silecrmers can be 
66 has a plate 65 suitably mounted therein to seal off the 5 tested at the same time since a plurality oaf carls 40 can be 
bell jar while still permitting radiation from the lamp 14 placed around the source enclosure, ,IS sE7owri rn FIG- 
to impinge upon the specimen. Wtaere the incoming energy URE 2.  
contains radiation is in the ultraviolet range, plate 65 may The system of the present inven'iioil also r n ~ y  be tisctl 
be of quartz since this material is relatively transparent to  test the heat radiative properties of the s]*ecmmep 'to 
to radiation in the ziltraviolet range. Other suitable plates simulated solar radiation and othel foims of ~adiaiion 
are used for different types of energy, for example, a grat- both before and after the specimen l ~ i 3  bee:, chxposcd lo 
ing for X-rays. Inlet port 66 is located at a height such as and perhaps degraded by, one or more other types of 
to place it directly opposite a port 26 of enclosure 10 space environment stimuli, such as a vacuur21. or encigy. 
when a cart 40 is rolled into an operative test position such as ultraviolet radiation, electronr, X-ray% neutrons, 
adjacent base 12. 15 protons, heat, etc., which the material niay e~~connfcr in 

A thermococple 75 is attached to the specimen 70 to a space environment. To do this, as ~bowa nrr FIGURE 7 ,  
measure its temperature. The leads 76 for the thermo- another energy source 100, or plurality of ? ~ , c h  oVher 
couple are brought out through the base plate 63 by a suit- energy sources are utilized. These othcr soul ces 100 may 
able plug 77 therein which is capable of maintaining the be, for example; a mercury lamp for prod~rcirlg high in- 
vacuum within the bell jar. Thermocouple leads 76 are 20 tensity ultraviolet radiation, a Van de Crafi generator or 
to be connected to a suitable instrument (not shown) electron beam or beam gun for prodricing electrons, ail 
which indicates the temperature of the specimen 70 X-ray source, neutron and proton zencr~tori. a hez*, 
measured. source, etc. These different types of soilrces cr the elc*pj- 

A flexible tube 68 for carrying a snitable cooling fluid, emitting portions are also preferably i~loirniechi.i a bare 
such as liquid nitrogen, is located inside cover plate 62. 25 and enclosure arrangement PO and 12 sin~itar to that 
This cools the bell jar which is healed by the incoming sfiown in FIGS;. 1 and 2 so that a piurnllty of ci>ec;.i-..eqs 
energy from lamp 14. If desired, the cooling tube 68 can may receive the energy at the same ti,l?e Whcle this is 
be placcd outside the bell jar and a shroud placed there- impractical, the source 100 is mounted in tile beet pos~bt:. 
over. Connection is made between the cooling tube and manner. 
a source of cooling fluid, such as liquid nitrogen, by the 30 Jn the degradation type of test, the heat racliacivc p 03- 
condrlits 69 and their corresponding connectors. erties of the specimen are dete~mined in tbc mini~er de- 

The system is operated by mounting the specimen 70 scribed with respect to FIGS. 1 and 2, this u - , ~ j r l l ~ ~  Scng 
to be tested within the housing 60 and adjusting the in response to the simulated solar radiLifi3n. TIlc porcablc 
vacuum apparatus to produce the desired Pressure within c a t  40 holding the specimen, is then rcinoved flow [he 
the bell jar. The lamp 14 is turned on and a cart is spaced 35 simulated solar source alld in operatrye rc?afiol*- 
from base 12 the proper distance to obtain the desired ship with the other source PO@ for poducing a second 
intensity radiation on the specimen. Alternatively, the form ellergy of a differellt type. The specinlcr ms I-lad alci, 
orltput of the lamp may be regulated to produce the de- by this second form of energy of a predc'iermined .ale~sity 
sired intensity radiation with the front 43 of the Cart 40 and for a predetermined time, which secori+ foiis 
n:ovcd into abutment with a wall 28 of base 12. The latter 40 energy may degrade the specimen ~ f l ~ ~  thii: I.; done. tiae 
places the specimen 70 at a fixed distance from lamp 14. cart is again placed adjacent the simuI~lcd solar scluJ cc 

To dctermiae the inten~it)~ of radiation impinging upon and the heat radiative properties of the c;pecimctt Ire za i r  

a specimen. a pyroheliometer (not shown) is mounted On determined in the manner previously described Triiis 'be 
a cart 40 together with a calibrated optical bench. The effect of the second form of cnergy on the heal r< di I ~ ; . V L  

intensity of radiation at any given distance from lamp 14 propertics of the specimen can be derciillirlcJ Q e ~ o L l l ~  
is nreciszly measured by these two instruments. A s~ectro- 45 be clear that the specimen is at all lii?-es nldt.ri r~ci incd Iq 

photometer or other suitable instrume~t also may be used the low pressure environment aqd exposea to ~ 7 ~ 1 ~ ~  f ~ ,  

to determine the viavelength of radiation emitted by lamp of energy in this environment.  TI^^^^^^^^, the sr,ccimz7 Is 
14. A calt 40 holding a specimen is then the exposed to the different forms of cnergy and t c i  ccl En sitrs 
~osi t ion previo~~sly occuvied by the pyroheliometer at a at all times and there is no possibility of cont2nilnoiaon 
distance from lamp 14 at which the desired intensity of by atmosp]lere gases or by handling Pi:lich a4bL1 
radiation occurs. Since the distance from the front 43 of fie validity of a test. 
a cart 40 to the specimen 70 in housing 62 is fixed and It should also be understood that t1?c clrne spec11 -elx 
hewn, as is the horizontal distance from lamp 14 to a may be exposed to two or more forin<, of eneq riy tnc 
wall 28 of base 12. this can be readily accomplished. 55 same time or successively for various Feric~ds Ime J 
If the desired distances are not obtained when the front then the heat properties re-tes;ed cspons2 lo 
43 of cart 1@ abuts a wall 28, the cart can be the simulated solar radiation after one or n~orc c.ipos, r a ,  
back. In this case a calibrated (distance) p~lll-out jig 85 to the d i f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t  fornIs of energies. 
is provided in the base I2 for each wall 28. These jigs can It should also be understood that thc s-,ccimc,t can oe 
be used to accurately set the distance from the specimen 60 exposed to other space stimuli, for example. a v, cr 413 i: 
'to the lamp. the present invention the heat radiatrve prcpeleres of a 

A frame 80 is placed adjacent each Port 26 to hold an specimen can be tested when the specrilcn rs fi st placed 
opiica? filter 81 which is ilhstratively shown only in front in the vacuum housing, then left for a predr",ernll~-ed 
of port 26-1. The filter is selected to produce output radia- period therein with or without being i~radizted Pi) a foi m 
tion from a port at a desired wavelength or wavelengths. 65 of energy and then re-tested. Of course, the sycc i~  en can 
As indicated previ~i l~ly,  any suitable type of lamp 14 or be exposed to one or more forms of eoergy for vnrrouc 
other source of radiation may be used to produce a Par- lengths of time duriilg its stay in the vaclium envir oi?illent 
ticnlar one or band of output wavelengths. While the foregoing description has becn spccxfical~y 

AS should be clear tne system of FIGS. 1 and 2 can directed to the testing of the heat radiatrve pioyerkcs af 
measure the heat radiative properties of a specimen 70 70 material specimens by calorimetric teibciqrres it shorici 
at any desired simulated solar radiation intensity, Or be understood that other tests of other mdtclral yraaeri*cs 
wavelength thereof, and/or any desired pressure. From may be made simultaneously or separatc'y wb,Ic ti;2 specr- 
the incoming radiation as originally measured by the men is in the low pressure environment a ~ d  erposed +o 
pyroheliometer, the temperature measured by thermo- one or more types of energy. For examp'e, the atrgh"cLi'tb 
couple 75, and other piedetermilied variables, such as the 75 weight loss properties can be determined by pl,iLtng ii e 



specimen on a balance within the vacuum housing, out- 
gassing c;n be tested by a gas chromatograph or other 
sui:abie i~isl:!imenl, aad other properties of the material 
which could be aRected by the space environment and 
srim~ili cair be similarly tested. 

Ji-dhiie 2 preferred embodiment of the invention has 
becn described above it will be understood that this em- 
bodiment is iIltisirative only and the invention is to be 
iirnrled soiciy by the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
8. A sydtern for testing the heat radiative properties of 

a muterial specimen comprising: 
insans housing said specimen in a controlled environ- 

ment separate from the atmosphere, 
a source of energy of a first type for irradiating the 

speciinen in tile housing means in the controlled 
envirocment, 

>leans for measuring the temperature of said specirnen 
in response to the irradiation by the first type of 
el>€! gy> 
source uC energy of a second type different from said 
hist Eypc, 

alsans io.. rrrad ating the specimen with said energy of 
ssid sccond l y g e  arid then again with said energy of 
said firat type while stiil maintaining the specimen in 
the cclritro!let environlnent and without removing it 
fror. the itonsing means, 

airdl n:-,nns for measuring the temperature of said speci- 
men in lesponse to the second irradiation by said 
encrky of s'lrc' first type. 

2 Tiie n3eihod of testing the heat radiative properties 
b l  a rnatei~dl spe~in~en  c3mprising the steps of: 

piacai~g >aid rrkiteriai in a controlled environment 
ciiac~bcr, 

i r r a d ~ ~ ~ i m y  tke specimen in the chamber with a quantity 
of a h s t  type of energy, 

nlepsnrmg the temperature of said specimen in response 
to sdtsd first type of energy, 

next iriadiatmg the specimen in said chamber with a 
quaoiilq of a second type of energy which is different 
from said firs: type without removing it from said 
contlolled environment, 

then ~rrac'idliqg the specimen again in the controlled 
envrronment of the chamber with said first type of 

3. The method of testing the heat radiative properties 
of a material specimen comprising the steps of: 

irradiating the specimen witb a quantity of a first type 
of energy, 

5 simultaneously subjecting the specimen to a low pres- 
sure environment, 

meas~~ring the temperature of the specimen in response 
to the irradiation by said first type of energy, 

irradiating the specimen with a quantity of energy of a 
second type while still subjecting the specimen to 
said low pressure environment and without removing 
it therefrom, 

irradiating the specimen again with a quantity of said 
first type of energy, 

l j  and measuring the temperature of the specimen in re- 
sponse to the second irradiation of the specimen by 
said first type of energy. 

4. The method of testing the heat radiative properties 
of a material specimen comprising the steps of: 

20 irradiating the specimen witb simulated solar radiation, 
simultaneously subjecting the specimen to a low pres- 

sure environment, 
measuring the temperature of the specimen in response 

to the simulated solar radiation, 
25 next irradiatiag the specimen with energy of a second 

type while still subjecting the specimen to said low 
pressure environment and without removing it there- 
from, 

then irradiating the specimen again with the simulated 
30 solar radiation, 

and again measuring the temperature of the specimens 
in response to the simulated solar radiation. 
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